G,+m(F (R) H; c (R) ) < G,(F; c)Gm(H; /3).
Before going into the proof of the theorem we write (2b) in the explicit form for the convenience of the reader
fl* k&,Gm(gk;gk,).
i,ir k,ks
Note that (1) can be obtained as a special case of (3) by taking r-sand cancelling the ,fl-constants. In the proof to follow we use fermionic Fock space methods borrowed from physics [4] . Going through the proof the mathematically oriented reader will find out that in fact we simply exploit boundedness of the antisymmetric tensor product operator, writing out this property in a form convenient for our purposes.
Proof We concentrate on fermionic Fock space methods (see for instance [4] ). Consider (smeared) fermionic annihilation and creation operators a(f), a+(f) satisfying {a(f), a(g)} 0 {a + (f), a + (g) }, (4) {a(f), a + (g)} (f, g), where a+(f) is the adjoint of a(f) and {.,.} is the anticommutator. In the L2-realization the action in the fermionic Fock-Hilbert space is as usual [4] given by (a(f))(n)(Xl,... ,xn) v/n + f dxf(x)*(n+l)(X, Xl,... ,Xn), (--1)i-lf(xi)(n-1)(Xl,...,2i,...X), [5] .
